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1 Introduction

SPSS-to-Orthosim converts SPSS 11/12/13/14 factor loading and factor correlation matrices into the fixed-format .vf (simple ASCII text) files required
for input into Orthosim. 

In reality, it is merely a routine for converting Excel files (formatted as exported from SPSS) into Orthosim .vf flat-ASCII fixed-format text files.

The SPSS tables are required to be exported from the SPSS .spo output file in Excel format. Alternatively, you can simply cut-and-paste the SPSS
loading and the factor correlation output table in their entirety to a blank Excel spreadsheet and save this. This latter option (cut and paste) is the
preferred method to extract tables from SPSS as sometimes when exporting Excel tables from SPSS, it puts some strange hidden codes into the Excel
file such that if you try and edit the file, it causes Excel to crash (PB: Dec 2019: well, it used back in 2003!)

This help-file takes you through the process step-by-step. I was able to write a Visual Basic macro which runs within STATISTICA itself to achieve the
same task, and I suspect the same kind of programmed solution could be achieved in SPSS - but I stopped using SPSS back in 2006. So that's a dead
duck!

Thus, I've had to write a Delphi program which reads Excel files (SPSS export results matrices or cut-and-paste constructed) and "does the business"
as seamlessly as possible.

The utility contains a number of "double-checks" so it will warn you if problems are encountered. Other than that it's pretty user-friendly and nifty.
Still a bit of a pain really as it would be nice to make it as seamless as the STATISTICA routine.

Update: 30-Dec, 2019 - Orthosim v1.4
The original program was written back in early 2003 - and it shows! I've tried to update it where possible, but ultimately this routine needed to be
embedded in Orthosim itself, along with new programming to rad Excel files directly, and do all the 'necessary' behind the scenes for the user.
Indeed Orthosim itself is old, hamstrung by having to call an external Fortran program that began life in 1998! The ASCII text input file format is so
clumsy - but reflects the old days of fixed-format ASCII files used by Fortran 77! Frankly, the whole caboodle needs reprogramming in Delphi, with
formatted output using a rich-text document utility coupled with pdf output or .docx output.

However, I just don't have the time to devote to this task, and in reality Orthosim is 'niche' software, only used by those with a very specific need for
congruential rotation.
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So, I've done my best to make both Orthosim and SPSS-to-Orthosim usable for Windows 7 upwards, especially taking into account the new security
permissions/constraints of Windows 10. 

The help pages sometimes use images from old versions of Excel .. I've not bothered remaking them with Office 365 Excel - as nothing changes
except the Office Excel 'look'.

Anyway, SPSS-to-Orthosim is easy to use and does 'the business'. It creates the necessary fixed-format ASCII file required as input for Orthosim.

And it now reads either .xls or .xlsx format Excel files.

1.1 Installation Details

Installation is no longer dependent upon the person installing also being the administrator for their machine (i.e. an IT department administrator can
install the software for a user on a network machine/laptop). 

The program file and HTML web-page files/images are installed in the Windows Program Files 32-bit subdirectory, with all other example and results
files (along with the pdf version of the program-accessed web-help(SPSS-to_Orthosim_Help.pdf) installed initially in a public subdirectory:
C:\Users\Public\Orthosim 
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A user can then decide to use their own subdirectories when running the software (it remembers the last subdirectory used)

1.2 Extracting Matrices from SPSS - Cut and Paste

This is the preferred method for extracting SPSS tables into Excel.  It is the preferred method to extract tables from SPSS as when exporting Excel
tables from SPSS, it sometimes seems to put some strange hidden codes into the Excel file such that if you try and edit the file, it causes Excel to
crash! 

First, I open Excel - looking at at blank worksheet ...
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Then let's transfer an output table of loadings in SPSS ... 
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I select the to be copied by right-clicking the mouse on it ... which produces a "highlighted" object (the table) and opens the Edit menu automatically.
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Then, I click on the Copy menu item - which copies the table into the clipboard. (don't try and use "Copy Objects").

Then I simply open/return to my Excel application and Paste the clipboard at the first cell position ...
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Then ...
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And just paste the contents of the clipboard ... using Paste ...
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so that you see ...
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and stretching the columns out a bit (which is not required) so you can see the format better ...
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Now - a far easier way is to just use CTRL-C (copy) and CTRL-V (paste)  to achieve the same effect!

Just save the file to an Excel file ready for input into the conversion routine 

***  One thing - note very carefully 

The first 3 lines in the Excel file need to be there. Although the program doesn't read the information in them - they are expected to be
there (it's the standard SPSS format output).

Likewise, the last 2 lines (rows 19 to 20 in the above spreadsheet) of any Excel spreadsheet should have something in them so that the
correct number of lines are read by my software (it's tailored to SPSS standard table output format).

The converted .vf version of the file (after running the Orthogonal matrix routine) looks like ...

This is just a portion of the file - as there are 10 loadings per line ...
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Note the orthogonal factor correlation matrix which has been generated automatically in the last 3 lines of the file.,

1.3 Extracting Matrices from SPSS: Orthogonal Factors - Excel Export

Here, you will extract and create (export)  just one excel file - you could export the unrotated or rotated loading matrix. OK - I'll run a Principal
Component analysis on 15 variables, with 3 factors extracted and rotated via Varimax. The rotated component matrix is shown below .. (cut and
paste) is actually the preferred method to extract tables from SPSS, as sometimes when exporting Excel tables from SPSS,something happens to the
file such that if you try and edit the Excel file, it causes Excel to crash!  Anyway, if you want to use export - here is a walk-through ...

Rotated Component Matrix(a)

 

Component

1 2 3

d1 -.055 -.531 .182

d2 .117 .165 -.597

d3 .088 .601 -.034

d4 .740 .111 .044

d5 -.088 -.017 .735

d6 .076 -.065 .790

d7 -.486 -.034 .361

d8 .565 .226 .061

d9 .138 .691 .067

d10 .194 .687 .065

d11 -.716 -.030 .037

d12 -.594 -.118 .173

d13 .242 .697 -.132

d14 -.034 -.596 .166

d15 .742 .242 -.033

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.  Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a  Rotation converged in 5 iterations.
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and has to be selected from the set of output tables in the output viewer .. you do this by clicking on the table with right-hand mouse button. What
you'll see is:

Now, you click on the Export option shown above ... and see ...
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Then, make sure your Options are set to ...
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You must export Footnotes and Caption - so as to remain consistent with the Cut and Paste format ... when set, just press Ok ..

Now you need to enter a filename for the table of loadings, and change the File Type to Excel ...
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The filename can be anything convenient, and saved anywhere you like. I'm saving this one in C:\Facsim, where the Orthosim software is always
installed .
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Just press Ok and the Excel file is created ...

and looks like ...
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That's all you need to do for an orthogonal  matrix. See the section entitled: Creating Orthogonal Factor Orthosim Files. Also, note that although you
might be looking at only 3 decimal place precision in the SPSS output, in actual fact the data is stored in 15-decimal place precision. This utility
program retains the precision into Orthosim.

***  One thing - note very carefully 
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The first 3 lines in the Excel file need to be there. Although the program doesn't read the information in them - they are expected to be
there (it's the standard SPSS format output).

Likewise, the last 2 lines (rows 19 to 20 in the above spreadsheet) of any Excel spreadsheet should have something in them so that the
correct number of lines are read by my software (it's tailored to SPSS standard table output format).

The converted .vf version of the file (after running the Orthogonal matrix routine) looks like ...

1.4 Extracting Matrices from SPSS: Oblique Factors - Excel Export

Here, you will extract and create (export) two excel files - these are for the rotated factor loading matrix and for the factor correlation matrix
respectively.. OK - I'll run a Principal Component analysis on 15 variables, with 3 factors extracted and rotated via Direct Oblimin. The rotated
component matrix is shown below ..   (cut and paste) is actually the preferred method to extract tables from SPSS, as sometimes when exporting
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Excel tables from SPSS,something happens to the file such that if you try and edit the Excel file, it causes Excel to crash!  Anyway, if you want to use
export - here is a walk-through ...

Pattern Matrix(a)

 

Component

1 2 3

d1 -.537 .143 -.039

d2 .120 -.584 -.068

d3 .613 .014 .009

d4 -.001 .100 -.757

d5 .038 .736 .057

d6 -.037 .798 -.125

d7 .063 .331 .487

d8 .149 .114 -.555

d9 .704 .126 -.033

d10 .692 .127 -.091

d11 .087 -.011 .742

d12 -.017 .128 .593

d13 .684 -.068 -.132

d14 -.609 .123 -.071

d15 .132 .032 -.733

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.  Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.
a  Rotation converged in 10 iterations.

and has to be selected from the set of output tables in the output viewer .. you do this by clicking on the table with right-hand mouse button. What
you'll see is:
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Now, you click on the Export option shown above ... and see ...
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Then, make sure your Options are set to ...
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You need to enter a filename for the table of loadings, and change the File Type to Excel ...
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The filename can be anything convenient, and saved anywhere you like. I'm saving this one in C;\Facsim, where the Orthosim software is always
installed .
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Just press Ok and the Excel file is created ...

Now you need to export the factor correlation matrix ...it's always found below the factor pattern matrix, beneath the Structure Matrix. It looks like ...

Component Correlation Matrix

Component 1 2 3

1 1.000 -.147 -.317

2 -.147 1.000 .134

3 -.317 .134 1.000

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.   Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

Just follow the export steps above :
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Just press Ok and the Excel file is created ...

That's all you need to do for an oblique matrix - the conversion program takes care of the rest. See the section entitled: Creating Oblique Factor
Orthosim Files. Also, note that although you might be looking at only 3 decimal place precision in the SPSS output, in actual fact the data is stored in
15-decimal place precision. This utility program retains that precision into Orthosim.
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1.5 Creating Orthogonal Factor Orthosim Files

Click on the SPSS to Orthosim icon ... 

This will open the utility:
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Given we are creating an Orthogonal Matrix for input to Orthosim, you select the appropriate"Orthogonal" radio-button .. As you do this, you'll see
some more controls and information appear, along with a dialog screen asking you to select an input Excel file (containing an SPSS export factor
loading matrix). After you have selected an appropriate file, another dialog appears to ask you for the name of the Orthosim file which you would like
to create. This dialog contains the SPSS-Excel Export filename as the default file to be saved (with the .vf extension instead of .xls or .xlsx). You can
of course edit or change this filename, or just press Save if you are happy with the default name and subdirectory. You can also save this file
wherever you like -- as long as you remember where for when you run Orthosim! Note: the program automatically filters the files in any subdirectory
chosen, showing you only Excel files ending in .xls or .xlsx

For example, here I choose an orthogonal Varimax file - and am happy to retain the default filename as my Orthosim file ...
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Here, I can change the default Orthosim filename to say "Testfile":
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Note that you don't have to put the default Orthosim input file suffix ".vf" after the filename - it is added automatically.

Once you click on "Save" - you'll see ...

You now type in your preferred title for the dataset ...
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and click on the "Create the Orthosim File" button ... this does exactly that - putting up the "Working" tag (seen only on a very slow machine) - and
finally the "Orthosim Input File Created" message whilst reporting back the number of variables and factors in the file. Note also that once finished,
the "Create the Orthosim File" button becomes "Create a new Orthosim file" button. This allows you to create another file without having to leave
the program. Handy when you want to create the Target and Comparison matrix one after the other. If you press this button, you'll see the original
radio-button choice again (as you can create either an orthogonal or oblique output matrix).
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after pressing the "Create a new Orthosim file" button ...
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I leave the title line "uncleared" because sometimes you might just want to change portions of it rather than the whole thing - so it's easier to edit
rather then retype in these circumstances.

Basically, that's it ... just create your files from the SPSS exported output factor loadings files and then run Orthosim - using these files.
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1.6 Creating Oblique Factor Orthosim Files

Most of the functionality of the utility program is as described in detail for the orthogonal matrix comparisons. However, with the oblique case, you
have two matrices to read in in order to create a single Orthosim output file - the factor loadiings/pattern matrix and the factor correlation matrix -
as both are required in Orthosim. The Orthogonal file only requires the loadings matrix, as I can create the diagonal (1's) correlation matrix in the
program. 

Here, when you click on the Oblique radiobutton, you'll be asked for an SPSS-export Excel factor loading matrix, a factor correlation matrix, and then
the Orthosim filename which you want created ... (as explained in the Creating Orthogonal Factor Orthosim Files page,  the Save filename is
automatically defaulted as the filename of the SPSS-export Excel filename, replacing the.xls or .xlsx extension with the Orthosim .vf one.  You can of
course edit or change this filename, or just press Save if you are happy with the default name and subdirectory. You can also save this file wherever
you like -- as long as you remember where for when you run Orthosim!). Note: the program automatically filters the files in any subdirectory chosen,
showing you only Excel files ending in .xls or .xlsx.
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then, after inputting the Orthosim Input filename... 
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As for the orthogonal case, simply click on the "Create the Orthosim file" button to create the file.
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